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Sage Inventory
Advisor
Make better inventory
decisions

Benefits
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Minimize stock-outs
increase, sales and keep
your customers happy
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Reducing your excess
inventory allows you to grow
your business by investing
your cash in other areas

Integration with Sage
removes manual processes,
saving you time and enabling
you to place orders, plan and
forecast quicker, smarter and
with more accuracy

Pricing is based on a
company’s inventory value,
making this an affordable
solution for any size of
business

Reduce stock-outs and excess inventory, so you can optimize your
working capital. Customers see a reduction in inventory size of
between 10% and 25%.
Increase customer satisfaction by having the right products on hand
to sell when you need them and improve customer retention.
Save time on ordering and spreadsheet management, leaving time
to manage inventory more effectively.
Save money by improving forecasting visibility and fill rates, and
make better planning and purchasing decisions.

“I’m not sure which is costlier, overstocking or
understocking. But I don’t worry about either
any longer. Sage Inventory Advisor give us the
information we need to ensure we have exactly
what we need in precisely the right quantities. It
would be difficult to run this business without it.”
Mike Ellery, President – Warwick Hanger

Solution
Sage Inventory Advisor (SIA) is a cloud-based inventory management tool
created for small to mid-sized companies. SIA was developed to extend
the functionality of your Sage ERP by allowing you to classify items,
forecast, order and procure your inventory using intelligent data.

The monthly subscription fee is calculated on the customers inventory value, making Sage Inventory
Advisor an affordable solution for any size of business.
We do not tie our customers into annual contracts, so they are free to cancel their subscription at any time.
Professional onboarding and training
After the implementation process is complete, all Sage Inventory Advisor customers go through a formal
onboarding process that consists of online instructor led training.
Within the app we have tours and tutorials that can be viewed as required and our support staff are simply
a click away.

“We managed to complete the implementation of Sage Inventory
Advisor in March 2020; just in time to help with the challenges we
faced. We had already put certain mitigations in place, so when the
increase in demand hit us as COVID-19 began and our products,
particularly in the tracheostomy range, soared, we were better
positioned to manage our supply to meet the increased demand.
Being able to see the potential stockouts was key, and we could
react to that quickly. We would see if we could pull orders forward
or do what we could with our suppliers and get our product in much
quicker than we would have been able to before using Sage
Inventory Advisor.”
Luke Timney, Supply Chain – Kapitex Healthcare

